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We review the use of an external auxiliary detector for measuring the full distribution of the work
performed on or extracted from a quantum system during a unitary thermodynamic process. We
first illustrate two paradigmatic schemes that allow one to measure the work distribution: a Ramsey
technique to measure the characteristic function and a positive operator valued measure (POVM)
scheme to directly measure the work probability distribution. Then, we show that these two ideas
can be understood in a unified framework for assessing work fluctuations through a generic quantum
detector and describe two protocols that are able to yield complementary information. This allows
us also to highlight how quantum work is affected by the presence of coherences in the system’s
initial state. Finally, we describe physical implementations and experimental realisations of the first
two schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of work is one of the cornerstones
of classical physics. In classical mechanics, it is
defined as the integral of the force applied by an
external agent times the displacement of the sys-
tem. It is deeply related to the concept of heat
through the principle of energy conservation. Heat
is the dissipated energy due to the presence of non-
conservative forces acting on the system. Work
and heat allow us to answer to a fundamental and
practical question: how much energy does a system
need to perform a specific task? The advantages
and elegance of such quantities relies on the fact
that they can be calculated neglecting the details
of the system and the dynamics.
Surprisingly, the discussion on how to extend the
concept of work to the quantum domain has not
been faced until recently and was motivated by a
renewed interest in the study of non-equilibrium
quantum systems, and the extension of classical
fluctuation theorems [1, 2] to the quantum do-
main [3–6]. Classical fluctuation theorems are
powerful tools that go beyond the linear response
theory, relating for instance the work statistics
with equilibrium quantities such as free energy dif-
ferences.
The current interest in out-of-equilibrium quan-
tum thermodynamics has been triggered by recent
advances in the coherent manipulation of elemen-
tary quantum systems. However, as discussed in
other chapters of this book, the definition of work
in a quantum setting is rather problematic. Quan-
tum mechanics is built around the operators which
are associated to physical observables [7]. If we
perform a projective measurement of an observable
∗ g.dechiara@qub.ac.uk
† paolo.solinas@spin.cnr.it
on a system, the latter collapses onto one of the
eigenstates of the corresponding operator with a
certain probability [7]. From this simple rule, we
know how to calculate the statistics of the observ-
able.
In this framework, the measurement of the sys-
tem leads to two important implications. First,
the measurement process is local in time, i.e. it
is assumed to occur on timescales smaller than
any other time scale and the wave-function col-
lapse is supposed to be instantaneous. This also
implies that the information about the observable
and the associated operators are local in time. Sec-
ond, the measurement destroys any superposition
of eigenstates of the measured operator and, there-
fore, strongly perturbs the quantum system.
These two points caused some debates in the at-
tempt to unambiguously define quantum work. To
understand this point, let us consider a closed sys-
tem in which all the energy injected by an external
field is transformed in internal energy of the sys-
tem, i.e. there is no dissipation or heat. For a
classical system, if the initial and final energies are
Ei and Ef , respectively, then the work performed
is W = Ef−Ei. Therefore, W depends on the val-
ues of the observable energy at two different times
and it is thus non-local in time.
As discussed above, observables in quantum me-
chanics are usually associated to Hermitian oper-
ators that are local in time. If we denote with Hf
and Hi the final and initial Hamiltonian operators
of the system, respectively, a plausible definition
of a work operator could be W = Hf −Hi [8, 9].
Though this definition is formally possible and is
sometimes useful to connect the work fluctuations
with macroscopic measurable quantities [10, 11], it
has no meaning in terms of quantum observables
and measurements. Work is defined as the energy
difference after a given process, and as such it char-
acterises a process and not the system’s state. In
addition, the number of possible values of work
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typically exceeds the dimension of the system, thus
work cannot be represented as a Hermitian opera-
tor. This point has generated confusions for a long
time [8, 9] and it has been clarified in Ref. [12].
We arrive to the following important observa-
tion: Since quantum work does not meet the re-
quirements to be associated to a standard (local in
time) operator, the only way to clarify its mean-
ing is to give an operative definition, that is, to
describe the scheme we use to measure it.
The first proposal in this direction was done in
some early papers [3–6] and it is described in chap-
ter Qbook:Ch.11of this book. It is based on a
double and sequential measurement of the system
and we refer to it as the “Two Measurement Pro-
tocol” (TMP). The scheme is as follows: The sys-
tem energy Hi is measured at the beginning of the
evolution, then the system evolves under the ef-
fect of the driving field and the final energy Hf is
measured again at the end of the evolution. The
difference of the two energy measurements gives
us information about the work statistics [3, 4, 12].
This approach was initially proposed in the con-
text of quantum fluctuation theorems and quan-
tum Jarzynski equalities [5, 6]. It was later ex-
tended to describe the dissipated heat in open
quantum systems in the weak and strong coupling
regime [5, 13, 14]. An advantage of this defini-
tion is that it clearly explains the meaning and the
statistics of quantum work.
It is worth mentioning at this stage that, al-
though quantum work is not a quantum observ-
able [12], i.e. it is not the expectation value of a
Hermitian operator, it can be formally described
as a generalised measurement. Quantum work can
in fact be described as a positive operator valued
measure (POVM) [15] which is very common in
quantum optics and information. This was an im-
portant conceptual result because it clarified the
role of work in quantum mechanics. A POVM can
always be interpreted (or realised) as a projective
measurement in a larger Hilbert space.
If we consider a generic initial state, i.e. not an
equilibrium thermalised state, the TMP is unsat-
isfactory and incomplete because of the collapse of
the quantum state induced by the initial measure-
ment. If the system is in a coherent superposition
of eigenstates of Hi, the initial measurement de-
stroys the quantum coherences and it completely
changes the system dynamics. This has both fun-
damental and practical implications. From a fun-
damental point of view, we would like to under-
stand if there are more general and less invasive
measurement protocols that allow us to preserve
the full quantum dynamics. From a practical point
of view, the TMP shows an important limitation
since it is not possible to answer to the question:
what is the energy needed to run a quantum de-
vice?
To weigh properly the implications of the last
point, we discuss a specific example. Suppose
that we have a quantum computer that runs the
Grover quantum database search [16, 17]. If the
database is composed of N objects and the basis of
all the possible logical states is denoted with {|x〉}
(x = 0, 1, ..., N − 1), the algorithm is able to find a
particular marked string |x¯〉. As usual, let us sup-
pose that the logical states are encoded in n qubits
(N = 2n) so that they can be written as logical
strings of 0 and 1, e.g., |0〉 = |00....0〉, |1〉 = |10....0〉
and so on [16]. The algorithm starts from the equal
superposition state |ψ〉 = 1/√N∑x |x〉 and, by
means of a unitary evolution Ualgo, transforms it
in the solution state |x¯〉, i.e., |ψ〉 → Ualgo |ψ〉 = |x¯〉.
We want to know what is the work necessary to run
the quantum database search algorithm.
To answer to this question, we must first de-
scribe the energy spectrum of a single qubit. Let
a single qubit have energy  and − for the eigen-
states |0〉 and |1〉. Being a string of |0〉 and |1〉,
every logical state |x〉 has a defined energy that
could be measured projectively. However, the ini-
tial state |ψ〉 is not an eigenstate of the Hamilto-
nian and therefore it has no definite energy. Using
the TMP to determine the work would lead to a
collapse of |ψ〉 into a random state |x〉. The dy-
namics induced by Ualgo would not give the solu-
tion |x¯〉 and the final measurement would give an-
other random value for the final energy. Therefore,
the TMP makes it impossible to run the Grover
algorithm because it changes completely the dy-
namics and, at the same time, is unable to deter-
mine what is the energy needed to run it. Further-
more, for an initial state with coherences in the en-
ergy eigenbasis, the mean value of work obtained
from the TMP probability distribution and the dif-
ference between the mean initial energy and the
mean final energy are in general different. Indeed
in Ref. [18], an important result has been put for-
ward: there is no scheme able to estimate work in
closed systems that produces outputs whose mean
value is given by the difference in mean energies
and coincides with the TMP for initial states with-
out coherences (see also Ref. [19]). This result
states that the statistics of work for initial states
with coherences cannot be defined via a probabil-
ity distribution compatible with the above condi-
tions. However, as we shall see in this chapter, it is
possible to define a quasi-probability distribution
which can assume negative values, signalling initial
quantum coherence.
These examples point out the need for a more
general operational definition of work. One way to
do this is to include an ancilla or quantum detec-
tor and to take into consideration its interaction
with the quantum system under scrutiny and the
perturbation the latter induces in the former.
Already several works suggested the use of an-
cillas for extracting the statistics of work. In
Refs. [20, 21] a Ramsey scheme using an auxiliary
qubit was proposed to measure the work character-
istic function. Its experimental realisation with nu-
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clear magnetic resonance was reported in Ref. [22].
In Ref. [15] a different approach was taken in which
a detector, for example the position of a quantum
particle or a light mode [23], is coupled to the sys-
tem to extract directly the work probability distri-
bution after a single quantum measurement. The
scheme was recently realised with cold atoms [24].
These two schemes, reviewed in Sec. II, can be
understood in a more general framework: the in-
teraction between the evolving system and the de-
tector allows us to encode the information about
the work performed on the system in the quantum
state of the detector. We show below that there are
several ways, that we call protocols, to extract this
information. The choice between them depends on
what kind of information we are interested in and
if we want to preserve or not some of the quantum
features of the dynamics. Therefore, in this general
setting, the quantum work statistics can change
depending on the measurement protocol used.
A measurement protocol similar to the one pro-
posed in the full counting statistics approach [25–
29] is able to completely preserve the coherence
effect in the system. It leads to a quasi-probability
of work distribution in which negative probability
regions are signatures of the quantumness of the
system [30–35].
Alternatively, with a measurement protocol con-
ceptually similar to the von Neumann measure-
ment scheme [36], we directly measure the work
distribution that in the limit of a precise measure-
ment coincides with the TMP scheme. In this case,
the uncertainty in the measurement plays a funda-
mental role since imprecise measurements lead to
a revival of quantum dynamics and coherence ef-
fects.
These protocols can be unified in a single ap-
proach where the only difference is the final mea-
surement of two non-commuting observables, e.g.
momentum and position of a particle detector.
All the main protocols proposed in the literature
can be revisited and framed in this more general
measurement scheme that we explain in detail in
Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we discuss physical imple-
mentations and experimental realisations of the
schemes. Finally, in Sec. V, we summarise and
conclude.
II. MEASURING THE WORK
DISTRIBUTION WITH ANCILLAS
A. Preliminaries on the work probability
distribution in quantum mechanics
One of the most common definitions of work is
the TMP scheme. We assume a quantum system to
be initially prepared in the state ρS(0) and subject
to the Hamiltonian HS(0). The initial energy of
the system is measured yielding the energy eigen-
value 0i while the system collapses to the state
|0i 〉. The system’s Hamiltonian is then changed in
time inducing an evolution until the final time T
described by the operator US(T ). The final en-
ergy, described by the final Hamiltonian HS(T ),
is measured again yielding the result Tj . For this
particular quantum trajectory the work performed
on or extracted from the system is W = Tj − 0i ,
i.e. the difference of the final and initial energy. As
the results of the measurements are stochastic with
probabilities dictated by quantum theory, we find
the probability distribution of work by summing
over all possible measurement outcomes:
P(W ) =
∑
i
Pi
∑
j
Pi→jδ(W − Tj + 0i ) (1)
where Pi = 〈0i |ρS(0)|0i 〉 is the probability that
the first energy measurement results in 0i and
Pi→j = |〈Tj |U(T )|0i 〉|2 is the conditional probabil-
ity of obtaining Tj in the last measurement given
that the result of the first measurement was 0i .
An equivalent description of the work statistics
is to consider the Fourier transform of the work
probability distribution known as the characteris-
tic function of work:
χλ =
∫
dWeiλWP(W ) (2)
which can be cast in the form of two-time correla-
tion function [5, 12]:
χλ = TrS
[
U†S(T )eiλHS(T )US(T )e−iλHS(0)ρ˜S(0)
]
.
(3)
where ρ˜S(0) =
∑
i Pi |0i 〉 〈0i | is the projection of
the initial density matrix onto the eigenstates of
HS(0).
Below we describe two paradigmatic schemes
that allow to experimentally obtain the work prob-
ability distribution with ancillas. The first one
shows how to measure the characteristic function
and the second one shows how to asses directly
the work probability distribution while solely per-
forming a measurement at the end of the trans-
formation. Interestingly, both methods have been
recently verified experimentally.
B. Measuring the Characteristic Function:
The Ramsey scheme
In this section we review the first scheme, a
Ramsey-inspired technique, to measure the work
statistics. The method was originally proposed in
Refs. [20, 21], and gives access to the characteristic
function by coupling the system to a two-level sys-
tem (qubit). The general idea of the scheme could
be understood by noticing that the characteristic
function for each λ is given by the mean value of a
unitary operator, as it is shown in Eq. (3), and this
mean value can be measured via an interferometric
scheme.
3
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The scheme starts with the system and the qubit
in the product state ρS(0)⊗ |0〉 〈0| and we assume
that ρS(0) is diagonal in the initial energy basis,
e.g. it is in a thermal state (we will discuss this
assumption later). The Ramsey scheme consists of
three steps:
1. The Hadamard gate [16] H = (σz + σx)/
√
2
is applied to the qubit.
2. The qubit and the system evolve according
to the coupled evolution:
Mλ = US(T )e−iλHS(0) ⊗ |0〉 〈0|+
+ e−iλHS(T )US(T )⊗ |1〉 〈1| . (4)
3. The Hadamard gate H is applied again to
the qubit.
At the end of the protocol the reduced density
operator of the qubit is
ρD(λ) =
1
2
[IQ + (Reχλ)σz + (Imχλ)σy] , (5)
where IQ is the identity on the auxiliary qubit.
Therefore, by repeating the experiments many
times for a fixed value of λ, corresponding to the
time of interaction between system and auxiliary
qubit [20, 21], one can reconstruct the value of χλ
through quantum state tomography of the qubit.
Given the simple form of the density matrix (5),
only two measurements are needed: the mean val-
ues 〈σz〉, related to the qubit population imbal-
ance, and 〈σy〉, related to the qubit coherence.
To reconstruct the whole probability distribution
P(W ) one has to repeat the experiment many
times for different values of λ and then Fourier
transform the characteristic function χλ.
The quantum circuit realising such a protocol is
shown in Fig. 1(a) while a Mach-Zehnder interpre-
tation of the scheme is presented in Fig. 1(b).
The advantage of the Ramsey scheme is that it
bypasses the measurement of the initial and final
energy of the system. The price to pay, however, is
the need of implementing the conditional evolution
operator Mλ. We will discuss the implementation
of the Ramsey scheme in Sec. IV.
C. Work Measurement with a single POVM
In this section we review the ideas developed in
Ref. [15] where it is shown that work, defined by
the TMP, can be measured using a single projec-
tive measurement over an ancillary system. Thus,
work can be defined by a POVM, the most gen-
eral possible quantum measurement that can be
defined [37] and very common in quantum metrol-
ogy and quantum information. A POVM can be
expressed in terms of a set of operators Ak, where
|0i
⇢S(0)
H H
(a) (b)
H
H
|0i
USe
 i HS(0)
e i HS(T )US
M 
FIG. 1. (a) Quantum circuit realising the Ramsey
scheme. The system is prepared in an initial state
ρS(0) which we assume diagonal in the initial energy
basis. The qubit is initially in the state |0〉. At the
end of the evolution the reduced density matrix of the
qubit is reconstructed through state tomography. (b)
Mach-Zehnder interpretation of the scheme. In the in-
terferometer the state of the qubit is initially “split”
by a beam-splitter (corresponding to the Hadamard
gate) in a superposition of |0〉 and |1〉 (corresponding
to the two arms of the interferometer). In the up-
per arm of the interferometer the system is subject to
the evolution US(T )e−iλHS(0) while in the lower arm
e−iλHS(T )US(T ). In the diagram for brevity we have
written US = US(T ). At the end, the two arms pass
through another beam-splitter (the second Hadamard
gate) and the state of the qubit is reconstructed.
k labels all possible different outcomes of the mea-
surement, such that Ak ≥ 0,
∑
k Ak = I, and the
probability of obtaining outcome k of a quantum
state ρ is given by P (k) = Tr(ρAk). Notice that
the number of outcomes could in principle be larger
than the dimension of the system.
A physical interpretation of such a generalised
measurement is given by Neumark’s theorem [37]
which establishes that any POVM can be realised
as a projective measurement on an enlarged system
that evolves unitarily. In terms of the work mea-
surement, this means that the work probability dis-
tribution can be obtained by coupling the system
to an ancillary system (or measuring apparatus),
letting them to evolve unitarily and then perform-
ing a projective measurement at the end of the
evolution. Indeed, there is no need to perform two
projective measurements at different times over the
system, as the operational definition of work sug-
gests, instead a single measurement at the very end
of the protocol over an ancillary system can reveal
the value of work.
It is worth noting that such an implementation is
not unique, in fact there are infinitely many com-
binations of ancillas, unitary evolutions and pro-
jective measurements that are capable of realising
the same POVM. In Ref. [15] two such implementa-
tions were proposed which we now briefly discuss.
The POVM is implemented by introducing an
auxiliary system or detector D that interacts with
the system S keeping a coherent record of its en-
ergy at two different times. The simplest strategy
would be to consider D as a continuous variable
system (such that the operator p is the generator
4
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of translations) following these steps [15]:
1. Initially S and D are in a product state, and
D could be, for instance, in a position eigen-
state or a localized Gaussian state [23, 24].
2. S and D interact via an entangling evolu-
tion during time τ given by the Hamiltonian:
HSD = −(λ/τ) pHS(0).
3. S evolves according to a given process char-
acterized by a unitary US(T ).
4. S and D interact via an entangling evolu-
tion during time τ given by the Hamiltonian:
HSD = (λ/τ) pHS(T ).
5. Projective measurement over D.
In the protocol, λ is some constant characterizing
the strength of the interaction. In summary, the
unitary sequence Uλ = Uλ(T )US(T )U†λ(0) is ap-
plied before the measurement, with
Uλ(t) = e
−iλpHS(t). (6)
In Fig. 2 it is shown the quantum circuit rep-
resenting the procedure. As an example, let us
consider an initial pure state of system and de-
tector: |ψi〉 = |0〉D |ξ〉S after the application of
Uλ the systems will become correlated before the
measurement in this way:
|ψf 〉 =
∑
ij
|λ ji〉D
(
ΠTj US(T )Π0i
) |ξ〉S , (7)
where ji = 
T
j − 0i denotes a given value of work,
|0〉D is an initial localised state, |λ ji〉D is the
translated one, and Πtj is the projector over the
energy eigenspace of the Hamiltonian HS(t) with
energy tj . Notably, the detector keeps a coherent
record of the value of work. Thus, all the informa-
tion about the work distribution is encoded in this
correlated final state. In fact, a measurement that
discriminates between the different states |λ ji〉D
will reveal the value of work ji with a probability
given by Eq. (1). After many runs of the experi-
ment it would be possible to reconstruct the work
probability distribution over this process.
The scheme allows different initial states for the
system and detector, and also the measurement
should be specified. In fact, if one considers ini-
tial Gaussian states for the detector and a mea-
surement in position, one could set the interaction
strength λ and the initial delocalisation of the state
in order to obtain the work probability distribution
[23, 24, 38]. Additionally, one can show that ini-
tial coherences in the energy eigenbasis could affect
the resulting work distribution, if the interaction
strength λ and the delocalisation are not adjusted
properly (see Sup. Mat. [24]). On the other hand,
the POVM can also be performed if one considers
a discrete ancillary system. The strategy is a vari-
ation of the phase estimation algorithm and was
⇢D
⇢S
ei pHS(0)
US(T )
e i pHS(T )
FIG. 2. Quantum circuit that measures work using a
single POVM. This is a possible realisation where the
detector (D) is a continuous variable system. The two
entangling operations apply a conditional translation
to the state of the detector. These translations at two
different times depend on the value of the energy, thus
the detector keeps a coherent record of the value of
work before the measurement.
studied in [15]. In this case, the measured distribu-
tion is a coarse grained version of the real one that
can be written as the convolution of P (W ) with
a windowing function whose precision depends on
the dimension of the ancilla.
As mentioned before, the advantage of the
POVM approach is that it does not require the
two time projective measurements and it further-
more allows one to directly sample the work prob-
ability distribution. This is however done at the
cost of having to implement appropriate interac-
tions between the system and the ancilla at dif-
ferent times. In Sec. IV we review an experiment
where this POVM was successfully implemented.
III. GENERAL FRAMEWORK TO
MEASURE QUANTUM WORK
DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, we discuss a more general mea-
surement framework to unify the two schemes dis-
cussed in the previous section. The key point is
to explicitly take into account the presence and
the interaction between the system and the quan-
tum detector used to store the information about
work. This analysis thus provides a strong connec-
tion between energy fluctuations and the coherence
of the initial system. As mentioned in the intro-
duction we cannot always obtain a probability dis-
tribution of work when the initial state is endowed
with quantum coherences [18]. We will show that
for the protocols described in this section, we ei-
ther obtain a quasi probability distribution or a
coarse-grained one.
A. Dynamics of the system and the detector
As discussed in the Introduction, the only clear
way to define the work distribution of a quantum
system is to give an operative implementation of
the way we extract the information or, in other
words, how we measure the energy invested or ex-
tracted in a quantum process. If we want to pre-
5
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serve quantum effects yet be able to assess the en-
ergetic balance of a system, one way is to use a
quantum detector or measurement apparatus. We
thus consider the set-up in which a system S is cou-
pled to a detector D. This set-up is general enough
to include most of the proposals in the literature
and allows us to point out the differences and ad-
vantages of different measurement protocols.
As an illustrative detector we use a free quan-
tum particle. The detector Hamiltonian is HD =
p2/(2m) where p andm are the momentum and the
detector mass, respectively. The coupling between
S and D is obtained by turning on and off the
interaction Hamiltonian HSD(t) = −β(t)pHS(t).
This choice of the detector and the system-detector
coupling are not limiting since, as discussed below,
they account for all the relevant features and the
schemes proposed in the literature. At the same
time, they allow us to simplify the discussion. We
will discuss also the changes needed in case other
quantum detectors are used.
To determine the system internal energy varia-
tion, the time-dependent coupling strength β(t) is
chosen so that the detector “records” the energy of
the system at the beginning and at the end of the
evolution: β(t) = λ/p0[δ(t− T )− δ(t)], where the
constant parameters λ and p0 have the dimension
of time and momentum, respectively.
The delta-like behaviour of β(t) must be con-
sidered as a limiting case in which coupling takes
place over a time scale that is fast compared to
the dynamics induced by HS(t) and HD, so that
the dynamics of the system and the detector are
effectively “frozen” during the coupling. More
specifically, if the interaction occurs in a time
∆t, e.g., for t ≤ t′ ≤ t + ∆t, if HS(t) changes
slowly in ∆t, we can consider HS(t
′) ≈ HS(t).
Since [HS(t), HSD(t)] = [HD, HSD(t)] = 0, the full
unitary operator can be easily calculated (setting
~ = 1)
U(∆t) = e−i
∫ t+∆t
t
dt′[HS(t)−λβ(t)pHS(t)+ p
2
2m ]
= e−iHS(t)∆teiλBpHS(t)e−i
p2
2m∆t
≈ eiλBpHS(t) (8)
where B =
∫ t+∆t
t
dt′β(t) and the last step is ob-
tained for small enough ∆t. We can assume that
the coupling function β(t) is normalised such that
B = 1. Then the dynamics during the system-
detector coupling is given by exp [iλpHS(t)], that
is the one expected for a delta coupling.
The sequence of operations is the following: i)
at t = 0, we turn on the system-detector cou-
pling that generates the dynamics described by
e−i
pλ
p0
HS(0) as in Eq. (8), ii) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T , we
let the system and the detector evolve uncoupled
with an external drive acting on the system. The
corresponding unitary evolution is US(T )UD(T ) =−→
T e−i
∫ T
0
dtHS(t)e−i
p2
2mT where we indicated with
−→
T
the temporal ordering. iii) at t = T , we cou-
ple the system and the detector again to generate
the dynamics ei
pλ
p0
HS(T ) analogously to Eq. (8).
The full evolution is described by the operator
Uλ(T ) = ei
pλ
p0
HS(T )US(T )UD(T )e−i
pλ
p0
HS(0) [30].
Notice that neither the system nor the detector
is projectively measured between times 0 and T .
The specific choice of HSD ensures that the cou-
pling to the detector does not induce any transition
between the instantaneous system eigenstates. In
other words, system and detector do not exchange
energy during the coupling.
We reasonably assume that system and de-
tector are initially prepared in a separable and
pure state (the assumption on initial purity can
be relaxed for the system [30]). Denoting with
{|ti〉} and {|p〉} the instantaneous eigenbasis of
HS(t) and the detector momentum basis, respec-
tively, the more general initial state reads |φ0〉 =∑
i
∫
dp ψ0iG(p) |0i , p〉.
By applying the evolution operator Uλ(T ) to
|φ0〉 following the steps i)− iii), we obtain
|φ0〉 →
∑
i
∫
dpψ0iG(p)e
−i pλ
0
i
p0 |0i , p〉 →
∑
ij
∫
dpψ0iG(p)e
−i[ pλ
0
i
p0
+ p
2
2mT ]US,ji |Tj , p〉
→
∑
ij
∫
dpψ0iG(p)e
i[
pλji
p0
− p22mT ]US,ji |Tj , p〉 (9)
where US,ji = 〈Tj |US |0i 〉 is the probability am-
plitude to go from |0i 〉 to |Tj 〉 and, as before,
ji = 
T
j − 0i .
The corresponding final density matrix reads
ρT =
∑
ijkl
∫
dpdp′ρ0ikG(p)G
∗(p′)US,jiU
†
S,kl
×ei[
pλji
p0
− p22mT ]e−i[
p′λjk
p0
− p′22mT ]|Tj , p〉〈Tl , p′|(10)
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where U†S,kl = 〈0k|U†S |Tl 〉. In writing the above
equation, we have also implicitly defined the ma-
trix elements of the initial density operator: ρ0ik =〈0i |ρS(0)|0k〉 = ψ0i (ψ0k)∗.
The work done, i.e., the internal energy varia-
tion ji, is now encoded in the detector degrees
of freedom. Therefore, we focus on the detec-
tor and trace out the system degrees of freedom.
The detector density operator ρD(T ) = TrS [ρT ] =∑
j 〈Tj |ρT |Tj 〉 reads
ρD(T ) =
∑
ikj
∫
dpdp′ρ0ikG(p)G
∗(p′)US,jiU
†
S,kj
ei[
pλji
p0
− p22mT ]e−i[
p′λjk
p0
− p′22mT ]|p〉〈p′|.(11)
As we can see, the contribution ji appears
in the phase accumulated between momentum
eigenstates. There is also an additional term
exp {−ip2T /(2m)} due to the internal dynamics
of the detector. Since its value is known, we could
subtract its contribution from the measured work
distribution by data analysis. However, in many
cases, it is convenient to cancel it during the pro-
tocol. This step allows us also to keep the following
discussion simple.
For a free particle detector we need to make
a few additional assumptions. We suppose that
there are no degenerate states in the systems,
i.e., ji 6= 0 for i = j, and that the initial
detector state is a Gaussian function centered
in p = 0: G(p) = [σ2/(2pi)]1/4 exp (−σ2p2/4)
(the reason for the choice of the variance is dis-
cussed below). In this case, only states with
momentum smaller than pmax = 3/(2σ) are im-
portant in the dynamics since the others are ex-
ponentially suppressed. Therefore, if we select
λ, m, and T in order to have p2maxT /(2m) =
9T /(8mσ2)  1, in Eq. (10) we can approxi-
mate exp [i(
pλji
p0
− p22mT )] ≈ exp (ipλji/p0) (see
also Refs. [24, 38]).
Notice that, in general, the procedure to elim-
inate the dynamical contribution depends on the
properties of both the detector and the initial state
chosen. For example, for a two-level quantum de-
tector, the dynamical phase can be eliminated by
additional operations as done in optics and nuclear
magnetic resonance experiments [39, 40]. In this
case, the dynamical phase accumulated by the two
detector states |0〉 and |1〉 can be eliminated by
swapping the states, i.e., |0〉 ↔ |1〉 and let the
detector evolve for a time T . At the end of this
additional evolution the two states accumulate the
same global phase that can be disregarded [39, 40].
This phase elimination scheme can be applied also
to the particle detector when it is initially in a su-
perposition of two momentum eigenstates |p〉 and
|p′〉. At the end of the evolution we can apply
a unitary operator that switches the momentum
states, i.e., |p〉 ↔ |p′〉, let the detector evolve for
time T and neglect the overall dynamical phase. In
the following, we assume that the dynamical phase
is cancelled or is negligible.
Under this approximation, the detector density
matrix reads
ρD(T ) =
∑
ikj
∫
dpdp′ρ0ikG(p)G
∗(p′)US,jiU
†
S,kj
ei
pλji
p0 e−i
p′λjk
p0 |p〉〈p′|. (12)
We can rewrite it in terms of the eigenstates |x〉 of
the position operator x. This can be done insert-
ing the completeness operator
∫
dx|x〉〈x| = I and
using the relation 〈x|p〉 = eixp/√2pi. We obtain
ρD(T ) =
∑
ikj
∫
dxdx′ρ0ikg
(
x+
λji
p0
)
×g∗
(
x′ +
λjk
p0
)
US,jiU
†
S,kj |x〉〈x′|(13)
where g(x) = 1√
2pi
∫
dp exp {ipx}G(p) is the
Fourier transform of G(p).
With Eqs. (12) and (13) in mind we can discuss
different measurement schemes while maintaining
the coupled system-detector evolution. Since the
detector momentum p is a conserved quantity dur-
ing the evolution, the coupling between the sys-
tem and the detector cannot induce transitions be-
tween different eigenstates of the momentum; in-
stead, it changes their relative phase. This picture
is obviously reversed when considering eigenstates
of the position, as the system-detector coupling
HSD(t) induces transition between eigenstates of
the position operator x. This immediately sug-
gests that there are two ways to extract the in-
formation about ji: we can either measure the
momentum {|p〉} or the position {|x〉} of the de-
tector. Based on these considerations, we have the
following two protocols to measure the work dis-
tribution. In Protocol 1 we prepare the detector
in a superposition of momentum eigenstates and
measure their relative phase at the end of the evo-
lution. In Protocol 2 we prepare the detector in a
position eigenstate and make a position measure-
ment at the end of the evolution. These proto-
cols resemble the full-counting statistics formalism
[18, 27, 33, 34] and the standard von Neumann
measurement scheme [36], respectively. We now
discuss in details their implications.
B. Protocol 1
We first consider Protocol 1 and focus on the
phase accumulated between the momentum eigen-
states |p0/2〉 and |−p0/2〉. The accumulated
phase is given by 〈p0/2|ρD(t)|−p0/2〉. Rescal-
ing for the initial phase 〈p0/2|ρ0D|−p0/2〉, we ob-
tain the characteristic function of work [30] Gλ =
〈p0/2|ρD(t)|−p0/2〉/〈p0/2|ρ0D|−p0/2〉 where the λ
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dependence is implicit in the dynamics of ρD(t)
[see Eqs. (12) and (13)].
Notice that, with the choice of the initial states
with ±p0/2, the detector dynamical phase does not
contribute to 〈p0/2|ρ0D|−p0/2〉 as it can be seen
directly from Eq. (12). Since this results holds
at all the orders, the constraint on the variance
of the initial detector states is not needed for the
implementation of Protocol 1.
The Gλ function of the work reads [30, 31]
Gλ = TrS
[
Uλ(T )ρS(0)U†−λ(T )
]
= TrS
[
ei
pλ
p0
HS(T )US(T )e−i
pλ
p0
HS(0)ρS(0)e
−i pλp0 HS(0)U†S(T )ei
pλ
p0
HS(T )
]
.(14)
and it is similar to the ones used in literature
[27, 30–32, 34]. However, we must stress that
we have not made any assumption about the ini-
tial state of the system. If the system is ini-
tially in a thermal equilibrium state, i.e. ρS(0) =
exp {−βHS(0)}/Z(0) where Z(0) and β are the
partition function and the inverse temperature, re-
spectively, exp {−ipλp0HS(0)} and ρS(0) commute.
This allows us to simplify Gλ and obtain the results
of Ref. [12]. Despite the similarities in the ap-
proaches and in the expressions, this characteristic
function differs from the one in Eq. (3). This is due
to the fact that the two system-detector coupling
schemes are different. In any case the derivatives
of Gλ still gives information about energy fluctu-
ations which do not necessarily coincide with the
statistical moments of work.
A connection indeed exists for the first two mo-
ments. By direct calculation we obtain for the first
two derivatives
(−i) dGλ(p)
dp
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
=
= TrS
[
HS(T )ρS(T )−HS(0)ρS(0)
]
. (15)
and, using the property of the trace,
(−i)2 d
2Gλ(p)
dλ2
∣∣∣
λ=0
= (16)
= TrS
{
[U†S(T )HS(T )US(T )−HS(0)]2ρS(0)
}
.
These can be interpreted as the average work
〈W 〉 = 〈HS(T )〉− 〈HS(0)〉 and its second moment
[5, 8].
Physically, Gλ is associated to the accumulated
phase in the detector and it can be measured
by quantum tomography [41]. The characteristic
function is therefore the primary measurement out-
come in Protocol 1. From an operational point of
view, the dependence of Gλ on λ can be retrieved
by varying either the time or the strength of the
system-detector coupling.
There is an important difference between Eqs.
(14) and (15) and the corresponding ones obtained
with the TMP and usually discussed in literature
[5, 6, 15, 20–22]. To highlight the differences, let
us explicitly write 〈W 〉 as obtained from Eq. (15)
(see also [30]):
〈W 〉 =
∑
i
Pi
∑
j
Pi→j(Tj − 0i )
+
∑
j,i 6=k
Tj ρ
0
ikUS,jiU
†
S,kj , (17)
where Pi = ρ
0
ii.
The first term in (17) is the same as in TMP
[5, 6, 8] and can be straightforwardly interpreted
in terms of classical conditional probabilities. In
absence of initial coherences or when the first pro-
jective measurement in the TMP destroys them,
the system can be treated as a classical ensemble
with probability Pi to start from the state |0i 〉 and
end up in the state |Tj 〉 with conditional proba-
bility Pi→j . In this framework, the energy of the
initial state is always well defined as it is the tra-
jectory associated to the work Tj − 0i .
However, this is not the full story since the re-
maining terms, which depend on the initial coher-
ences ρ0ik, are of a purely quantum nature. These
coherences are destroyed by the initial measure-
ment of HS(0) performed in TMP. This changes
the dynamics as discussed in the introduction and,
using Feynman’s words [42], this destroys all the
interference alternative of the dynamics.
To fully understand the impact of the initial co-
herences on the quantum work, we must answer
to a much more subtle question: can the Fourier
transform of the observable function Gλ be inter-
preted as a probability distribution of the work?
Classically, we can obtain the work probability
distribution as the Fourier transform of the cor-
responding characteristic function. However for
initial coherent states the function: Pquasi(W ) =
1/(2pi)
∫
dλ exp {−iλW}Gλ is a quasi-probability
distribution, i.e. it is real but not positive definite.
We can write (14) explicitly using the {|Tj 〉} and
then calculate the Fourier transform. The details
of the calculations can be found in Refs. [30, 31];
we obtain
Pquasi(W ) =
∑
ikj
ρ0ikUS,jiU
†
S,kjδ
[
W−
(
Tj −
0i + 
0
k
2
)]
.
(18)
If the density operator has no initial coherences,
i.e., ρ0ik = 0 for i 6= k, we obtain the work proba-
bility distribution Eq. (1) of the TMP. Following
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this reasoning, we refer to the terms with i = k in
Eq. (18) as “classical contributions”.
In general, however, Pquasi(W ) depends on the
additional off-diagonal density matrix terms which
are the fingerprints of coherent quantum processes.
To strengthen this view, we notice that the contri-
butions ρ0ikUS,jiU
†
S,kj are always real [31] but they
are not constrained to be positive. Therefore, due
to the presence of these terms, Pquasi(W ) is not
positive definite and can only be referred to as a
quasi-probability distribution [9, 18, 30, 34, 35].
This can be surprising, but it is not contradic-
tory. We stress once again that the measured quan-
tity in Protocol 1 is the characteristic function Gλ,
i.e., the accumulated phase. Being an experimen-
tally measurable quantity, it is free of ambiguous
interpretations. The work quasi-probability dis-
tribution Pquasi(W ) obtained from Fourier trans-
forming the accumulated detector phase Gλ is in-
stead a derived quantity that we would normally
associate to a probability distribution. The above
discussion points out that this last step is not al-
lowed if the system has initial coherences.
This situation is not new in quantum mechanics,
in fact, it turns out to be associated to the viola-
tion of the Leggett-Garg inequality [18, 30, 33, 43–
46]. In the Leggett-Garg model the negativity of
the probability distribution occurs when we try to
interpret the results of a quantum measurements
in purely classical terms. In our case, the macro-
realism hypothesis [43, 44] is violated since the
system is initially in a coherent superposition of
energy eigenstates and, thus, it does not have a
well-defined energy. Similar results and interpre-
tations have been discussed for the full counting
statistics as arising from quantum interference ef-
fects [33, 34, 45, 46]. By reversing this argument,
we can consider the negative regions of Pquasi(W )
as signatures of pure quantum effects.
The important question is whether Protocol 1
has any advantage over the TMP. The positive or
negative answer depends on whether we have and
want to preserve the quantum effects and dynam-
ics. Recalling the example discussed in the Intro-
duction, with Protocol 1 we can measure the work
moments and, thus, the energy needed to run the
database search algorithm without affecting the al-
gorithm performance.
It is worth noticing that the idea behind Proto-
col 1 can be extended to measure the dissipated
heat of an open quantum system [30].
C. Protocol 2
The second protocol is based on the position
measurement of the detector at the end of the dy-
namical evolution. The system-detector interac-
tion proportional to pHS generates a shift in the
position x that is proportional to the energy of the
system. The coupling at the beginning and at the
end gives us information about the work done on
the systems during the two couplings. The relevant
equation is (13) where we have explicitly written
the detector position and its shifts.
To clarify the physical picture, let us discuss first
the idealised case in which the detector is strongly
localised in x0: g(x) = δ(x − x0). Formally, this
limit is not correct because of the assumption we
have made to neglect the dynamical phase of the
free particle detector. Despite this, it allows us
to point out an important feature of the proto-
col. In addition, this situation can be realistic for
other kinds of detectors, where we can have both
localised initial states and can remove the dynam-
ical phase (see above discussion on qubit detector
and bosonic mode as in Ref. [31]).
In this case, the density matrix of the detector
in Eq. (13) reads
ρD(T ) =
∑
ikl
∫
dxdx′ρ0ikδ
(
x− x0 − λji
p0
)
×δ
(
x′ − x0 − λjk
p0
)
US,jiU
†
S,kj |x〉〈x′|.
The probability to measure x¯ and, thus, to have a
shift in the detector of ∆x = x¯ − x0 is P(∆x) =
〈x¯|ρD|x¯〉. Using Eq. (19) and performing the in-
tegration, we find that the probability distribution
is non-zero only if 0i = 
0
k. For non-degenerate
cases, this imposes the additional constraint k = i
and the probability distribution reads
P(∆x) =
∑
ij
PiPi→j δ
[
∆x− λ
p0
(Tj − 0i )
]
.
The latter result coincides with the classical con-
tribution in Eq. (18) and the one obtained with
the the TMP [3–6]. For a localised initial detector
state, we obtain the classical work distribution.
A more realistic situation is the one in which
the detector is not perfectly localised [38, 47–
50]. This uncertainty in the initial position
affects the measurement of the work distribu-
tion. Following the above discussion we con-
sider an initial state in the momentum basis as
G(p) = [σ2/(2pi)]1/4 exp (−σ2p2/4 + ipx0) so that
for T /(mσ2)  1 and we can neglect the detec-
tor dynamical phase. The corresponding initial
state in the coordinate representation is g(x) =
exp{− (x−x0)24σ2 }/ 4
√
2piσ2. The probability to mea-
sure ∆x gives us the wok distribution as [31]
P(∆x) =
∑
ikj
ρ0ikUS,jiU
†
S,kj
× e
−
(
∆x−λji
p0
)2
+
(
∆x−λjk
p0
)2
4σ2√
2piσ
. (19)
If the system has no initial coherences, i.e., ρ0ik = 0
for i 6= k, the work distribution can be interpreted
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as a classical one with uncertainty [31]. An anal-
ogous situation is obtained when in presence of
initial coherences the Gaussian functions in Eq.
(19) do not overlap. This situation occurs when
Tj − 0i  σp0/λ (for any j and i) and the off-
diagonal contributions do not contribute to Eq.
(19). This corresponds to the physical case in
which the uncertainty in the initial state is small
with respect to energy variation that we want to
measure. This allows us to perform a “precise”
measurement of the work and to distinguish the
classical trajectories and evolution associated to
the energy exchanges.
At the opposite limit we have an “imprecise”
measurement when 0k − 0i ≈ σp0/λ. In this case,
the Gaussian functions in Eq. (19) overlaps and
the off-diagonal contributions ρ0ik become impor-
tant again. Notice that in this case P(∆x) is still
a true probability distribution, i.e., it is definite
positive [31], since it is a direct measurement out-
put. In presence of a considerable uncertainty, the
classical and quantum distribution (with and with-
out initial coherence ρ0ik) deviate one from each
other. Therefore, the uncertainty reveals the pres-
ence of an underlying coherent quantum dynamics
that manifests itself as a modification of the work
distribution [31, 38].
IV. PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS OF
THE MEASUREMENT SCHEMES
A. Implementations of the Ramsey scheme
In Sec. II B we discussed the use of an auxiliary
qubit coupled to the system to measure its work
characteristic function during a dynamical process.
In Sec. III B the Protocol 1 was introduced as a
generalisation of the Ramsey scheme. Although
the scheme eliminates the need for the initial and
final measurement of the system energy, which in
some physical systems can be challenging, the re-
quirement is to couple the qubit and the system
through the operator Mλ (see Eq. (4)). In Ref. [21]
it has been shown that the gate Mλ can be decom-
posed as a series of local unitary transformations
and proper controlled operations, i.e. gates that
apply an operator to the system only if the qubit
is in the state |1〉. Indeed we have:
Mλ = (IS ⊗ σx)M2(λ)(IS ⊗ σx)M1(λ)
M1(λ) = IS ⊗ |0〉 〈0|+ e−iλHS(T )US(T )⊗ |1〉 〈1|
M2(λ) = IS ⊗ |0〉 〈0|+ US(T )e−iλHS(0) ⊗ |1〉 〈1| .
Moreover, Ref. [20] employs a protocol equivalent
to the Ramsey scheme and shows that it only re-
quires a conditional qubit-system interaction of the
form V ⊗|1〉 〈1| where V is the operator that is var-
ied in time during the work protocol.
Ref. [20] describes an ion trap experiment to
measure the work done in displacing spatially the
ion trap. The displacement can be described by
the operator V = g(t)x, where x is the ion position.
The auxiliary qubit is represented by two internal
electronic levels of the ion. The required interac-
tion between the qubit and the ion position is pro-
vided by illuminating the ion with a far-detuned
elliptically polarised standing-wave laser field. In
the Lamb-Dicke regime the interaction induced is
of the form:
HI(t) = x⊗ [g0(t) |0〉 〈0|+ g1(t) |1〉 〈1|] (20)
where the couplings gi(t) can be easily controlled
by the relative intensities of two orthogonal laser
polarisations.
Ref. [21] instead proposes two possible imple-
mentations of the Ramsey scheme with mechanical
oscillators. In the first version, an optical cavity is
realised with two mirrors, one of them vibrating
and playing the role of the system. The cavity
also contains a two-level atom realising the aux-
iliary qubit which modifies the cavity field which
ultimately drives the vibrating mirror. The work
done on or extracted from the latter is thus con-
ditional on the state of the qubit which acts as a
switch. Conversely, one can measure the state of
the qubit to estimate the work done on the vibrat-
ing mirror. In the second scenario, the system is
embodied by a suspended nanomechanical beam
which is coupled capacitively to a Cooper-pair box
realising the auxiliary qubit. Again the position of
the vibrating beam is coupled to an operator of the
qubit and allows one to measure the work done on
the beam by an external driving.
After the original proposals, other similar vari-
ations of the protocol have been put forward. In
particular Ref. [51] extends the scheme to a cir-
cuit quantum electrodynamics setup for measuring
the work done in a open driven system including
a strongly dissipative regime. In Ref. [52], the au-
thors propose a Ramsey scheme to assess the heat
distribution in a quantum process and the con-
nection to the Landauer principle. The authors
of Ref. [53] employ the Ramsey scheme to mea-
sure work done on a gas of ultracold atoms. This
ultimately allows them to connect work fluctua-
tions with fluctuation theorems, e.g. the Jarzynski
equality, and estimate the temperature of the gas
with a precision below one nanokelvin.
The Ramsey scheme was experimentally realised
in 2014 in the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
experiment reported in Ref. [22], only a year after
the original proposals. The experiment employs a
liquid sample of chloroform molecules and involves
an NMR-spectroscopy of the 1H and 13C nuclear
spins of the molecule. The 13C spin plays the role
of the driven system while the 1H spin acts as the
auxiliary qubit. The goal is to measure the work
performed on the carbon spin subject to a rotating
10
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(a) (b)
FIG. 3. (a) Experimental data for the magnetisation
σx and σy of the
1H spin (blue circles and red squares,
respectively), plotted against the time length λpiν2/J .
The solid lines show Fourier fittings, which are in agree-
ment with the theoretical simulation of the protocol.
(b) The experimental points for the work probability
distribution corresponding to the forward (backward)
protocol are shown as red squares (blue circles) and ob-
tained from the Fourier transform of the data in panel
(a). Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [22].
magnetic field described by the Hamiltonian:
H(t) = 2pi~ν(t)
(
σCx sin
pit
2τ
+ σCy cos
pit
2τ
)
(21)
When the magnetic field intensity ν(t) is changed
in a time τ with a linear ramp: ν(t) = ν1 + (ν2 −
ν1)t/τ . In the above Hamiltonian σ
C
i is the i-
th Pauli operator acting on the C nuclear spin
while the ones acting on the H nuclear spin are
denoted with σHi . The process is performed both
in the forward direction, increasing ν(t) from ν1
to ν2 > ν1, and in the backward direction, by ex-
changing ν1 and ν2. The Ramsey protocol is im-
plemented by taking advantage of the natural in-
teraction between the carbon and hydrogen spins:
HI = 2piJσ
H
z σ
C
z where J is their coupling rate.
The controlled gates M1 and M2 are realised using
the free evolution induced by HI and correcting
with single-qubit gates.
At the end of the process the magnetisation
of the hydrogen spin is measured to reveal the
work characteristic function. The state of the car-
bon qubit (the system) was initialised in a ther-
mal state with different temperatures. The re-
sults for the work characteristic function and the
work probability distribution obtained by a Fourier
transform are presented in Fig. 3 with diagrams
from Ref. [22]. The real and imaginary parts of
the characteristic function χλ exhibit well defined
oscillations as a function of the coupling time λ
(measured in ms in the diagram) with a weak decay
due to thermal relaxation which could potentially
alter the work distribution. However the sampling
time of the characteristic function has been kept
much smaller than the relaxation time so that the
effects of relaxation and dephasing are minimal.
The Fourier transform of the characteristic func-
tion reveals a work probability distribution, shown
in Fig. 3(b) with four well defined peaks corre-
FIG. 4. (a) The ratio PF (W )/PB(−W ) is plotted in
logarithmic scale for four values of the carbon spin
initial temperature. The data are obtained from the
values in Fig. 3. (b) Mean values for the free energy
difference ∆F and the initial inverse temperature β ob-
tained using a linear fit of the data corresponding to
panel (a). The full red line represents the theoretical
expectation, Eq. (23). Figure adapted with permission
from Ref. [22].
sponding to the four allowed transitions between
the two initial carbon spin states and the two final
ones.
From the reconstructed P(W ), the authors of
Ref. [22] verified for the first time the Tasaki-
Crooks relation in a fully quantum regime. To
this end in Fig. 4, the ratio of the forward
to the backward work probability distributions
PF (W )/PB(−W ) is shown for four different ini-
tial temperatures. The logarithm of this ratio is
a linear function of the work W thus verifying the
Tasaki-Crooks relation:
ln
PF (W )
PB(−W ) = β(W −∆F ) (22)
where β is the initial inverse temperature of the
carbon spin and ∆F is the free energy difference
between the final and the initial thermal equilib-
rium states. By fitting the numerical data for
PF (W )/PB(−W ), the authors of Ref. [22], veri-
fied that the free energy difference obtained from
the Tasaki-Crooks relation coincides, within exper-
imental errors, with the theoretical value:
∆F =
1
β
ln
cosh(βν1)
cosh(βν2)
(23)
They also verified the Jarzynski equality by ex-
perimentally computing ln〈e−βW 〉 and comparing
it to the free energy difference obtained from the
fitting of the Tasaki-Crooks relation or from the
theoretical value (23) finding excellent agreement
for different initial temperatures.
Before ending this section, it is worth comment-
ing that the Ramsey scheme does not impose a
restriction on the initial state of the system being
thermal or diagonal in the initial energy eigenba-
sis. The Ramsey scheme allows one to measure the
following quantity:
TrS
[
U†S(T )eiλHS(T )US(T )e−iλHS(0)ρS(0)
]
. (24)
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where the initial state ρS(0) can have coherences
in the initial energy basis. In this case however
this measured quantity does not correspond to a
characteristic function of a probability distribution
since its Fourier transform is in general complex.
This is once more an indication of the presence of
coherences in the initial state.
B. Measuring work using light as an ancilla
In Sec. II C we review the method proposed
in [15] that directly measures work with a single
POVM. This strategy removes the need to make
two measurements of the energy at different times,
at the cost of implementing two entangling oper-
ations. An implementation with cold atomic en-
sembles was proposed in Ref. [23] which we here
discuss briefly.
The scheme allows one to reconstruct the work
done on an atomic ensemble subject to a rotat-
ing magnetic field of constant amplitude B and
described by the Hamiltonian:
H(t) = −γB [cosα(t)Jz + sinα(t)Jy] (25)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and we intro-
duced the collective atomic angular momentum
J = (Jx, Jy, Jz). To measure work, the authors
of Ref. [23] propose the use of a continuous vari-
able light mode embodied by the fluctuations of
the polarisation along two orthogonal directions
of a travelling laser mode and described by two
conjugate position X and momentum P quadra-
tures. The conditional shift needed to imprint the
energy of the atomic system onto the light mode
is provided by the Faraday rotation which couples
the atomic angular momentum J with the light
polarisation through the coupled transformation
UI = exp[−iκP (cosφJz + sinφJy)] where the cou-
pling constant κ depends on the intensity of the
beam light, on the atom-photon interaction and
the angle φ depends on the direction of propaga-
tion of the light beam with the quantisation axis
of the atomic ensemble. Notice that UI is spatial
translation operator of the light mode analogous
to the transformation generated by the system-
detector Hamiltonian HSD of Eq. (6).
The protocol to extract the work distribution
consists in i. shining the laser at an angle φ =
pi + α(0); ii. while the light beam is stored in a
quantum memory, performing the rotation of the
magnetic field from an angle α(0) to an angle α(T );
iii. finally, letting the light beam to pass again
through the atomic sample at an angle φ = α(T ).
At the end of the process, the light beam is anal-
ysed through standard homodyne detection to re-
construct its polarisation distribution. The scheme
of the protocol is sketched in Fig. 5. In this case,
the light acts as the ancillary system (D) which
initially is a squeezed state with variance σ2.
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FIG. 5. Top: Setup to measure the probability dis-
tribution of the work done on an atomic ensemble. A
polarised beam is sent along the z (φ = 0) direction to
interact with the atomic ensemble. The beam is then
stored in a quantum memory (QM) while the magnetic
field applied to the atoms is rotated from z to y. Fi-
nally the beam is redirected to the atoms at an angle
φ = −pi/2 and eventually measured. Figure repro-
duced with permission from Ref. [23]. Bottom: for an
instantaneous rotation of the magnetic field, compar-
ison of the work probability distribution (blue) with
the rescaled light polarisation distributions for N = 20
atoms, σ2 = 1/2, κ = 2 (red) and κ = 1 (green).
The resulting light mode distribution faithfully
reproduces the work probability distribution pro-
vided that the ratio σ/κ is sufficiently smaller than
the energy differences. Finding the first moments
of this distribution we obtain:
〈X〉 = κ〈W 〉 (26)
〈X2〉 = σ2 + κ2〈W 2〉 (27)
which clearly shows how to obtain the first mo-
ment of the work by analysing the fluctuations of
the light mode quadrature. However it is clear
from the expression of the second moment, that
the initial zero-point fluctuations of the light mode
will contribute with additional noise and may ren-
der difficult the estimate of 〈W 2〉 if the condition
σ/κ 1 is not satisfied. The situation is dramati-
cally worse if one wants to reconstruct the Jarzyn-
ski equality since the noise originating from the
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light mode will contribute to all orders and expo-
nentially increasing. Indeed:
〈e−βX/κ〉 = 〈e−βW 〉 exp
(
β2σ2
2κ2
)
(28)
showing that the Jarzynski equality is affected by
an exponential correction that diverges with σ/κ
and in the limit of small temperatures [23, 32, 38].
C. Experimental realization of a quantum
work meter with cold atoms
The POVM proposed in Ref. [15] was re-
cently realised experimentally with cold atoms
in Ref. [24]. In this experimental setup, a
Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of 87Rb atoms
with two internal Zeeman sublevels |1〉 ≡
|F = 2,mF = 1〉 and |2〉 ≡ |F = 2,mF = 2〉 is
trapped by an atom chip. The BEC is then re-
leased from the trap and, during the free fall, a spa-
tially inhomogeneous magnetic field created by the
atom chip is capable of realising a Stern-Gerlach
type of interaction [54]. Such a process entangles
the spin degree of freedom (the system of which the
work injected will be measured) with the motional
degree of freedom of the atoms. This is exactly the
type of interaction of Eq. (6) that was proposed in
Ref. [15, 23].
Thus, the key element of the experiment is
the atom chip, which efficiently entangles the in-
ternal and motional degrees of freedom of an
atom through Stern-Gerlach type magnetic gra-
dient pulses. These pulses are generated using a
3-current-carrying-wire setup on the chip surface.
A gradient pulse along the vertical direction z di-
rection with amplitude B′ and duration τ , induces
a momentum kick mF δp on an atom in the mF
state (δp ∼ µBgFB′τ , where µB and gF are, re-
spectively, the Bohr magneton and the Lande´ fac-
tor [54]). The evolution of the state of the atom
induced by such a pulse is described by the uni-
tary operator
Up = e
i δp zDσS , (29)
where the operator zD is the generator of trans-
lations in the momentum degree of freedom, and
σS = |1〉 〈1|+ 2 |2〉 〈2|. If the Hamiltonian of the
atom is proportional to the operator σS this opera-
tion effectively implements the evolution of Eq. (6).
In this case the motional degree of freedom of the
atoms is the ancillary system or detector. The
momentum kicks induced by both pulses are con-
trolled in the experiment, and it is also possible to
apply an RF field before the entangling operation.
Thus, with these tools it is possible to simulate an
arbitrary system with initial and final Hamiltoni-
ans HS(0) and HS(T ) [15]. Finally, let us note
that the first pulse B′ and the second pulse B˜′ are
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FIG. 6. (a) Physical operations that allow to measure
work on the spin state of a BEC under RF driving (see
text). The ancillary system consists of the motional
degrees of freedom of the atoms. (b) Probability dis-
tribution of work. The image shows the BEC split in 4
clouds at the end of a single run of the experiment. The
z axis measures the position of the cloud and can be
put in correspondence with the work done on the spins.
The vertical bars correspond to the number of atoms
in each of the 4 clouds and represent the probability
for the corresponding work values. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [24] under the CC BY licence.
applied with opposite signs to ensure that the se-
quence creates a coherent record of the value of
work.
The initial state of the spins is a pure super-
position of states |1〉 and |2〉 in such a way that
the populations correspond to a thermal state with
temperature T . Since in the experiment, one is in-
terested in the realisation of the TMP by a single
POVM, one can adjust the value of δp such that co-
herences do not affect the experiment (see Ref. [24]
and its Supplementary Material). The experiment
proceeds as described before: (i) the atoms are re-
leased from the atom chip and while falling, (ii) in-
ternal and motional degrees of freedom are entan-
gled with a magnetic gradient pulse, (iii) a unitary
driving US(T ) of the spin state is applies through
a RF field. (iv) Another magnetic gradient field
couples internal and motional degrees of freedom,
(v) after a free fall evolution an image of the atoms
is taken.
The above sequence and an example of the
atomic image are shown in Fig. 6. The 4 peaks
correspond to the 4 processes corresponding to all
the transitions from the initial to the final states
(similar to the Ramsey experiment in NMR). The
position of the peak can be connected to the value
of the work while the corresponding population is
proportional to the probability for that value. It
is interesting to notice that in a single run of the
experiment the full probability distribution is ob-
tained. The authors of Ref. [24] were also able
to verify the Jarzynski equality for different initial
temperatures of the sample and different processes
US(T ).
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have considered protocols that
allow the reconstruction of the probability distri-
bution of work done on a quantum system us-
ing an auxiliary quantum detector. We described
two paradigmatic schemes giving directly access to
the characteristic function and the distribution of
work, and their recent physical implementations
using different setups. The necessary ingredient
for these schemes is a system-detector interaction
that couples the system energy operator with an
observable of the detector. Then, we described a
framework that provides a unified view of these
ideas. In this framework fall most of the proposals
and experimental measurements of heat and work
that appeared in the literature in recent years. The
resulting work statistics and the degree of pertur-
bation induced in the system dynamics depend on
the system-detector coupling and on the measure-
ment done on the detector. Therefore, the protocol
used to measure the work statistics must be chosen
keeping in mind which quantum features we want
to preserve in the dynamics.
We believe that there are many unanswered
questions on the role of quantum energy coher-
ences in thermodynamic processes. The schemes
described in this chapter are important tools for
such future investigations.
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